
Bryanston School vs Bryanston Butterflies 18th June 2016

No toss - Butterflies bat

The School game. The first in three seasons incredibly. Happily played on it’s traditional Saturday, 
everything looked in place and as it should be when the Flies captain wandered down to Hawker at 
the very keen time of 10.00am for an early pitch-inspection-visualisation. Keener though were a 
bunch of strangely energetic, clear-eyed, tracksuit clad cricketers running through fielding drills on 
the outfield. Cleary things are pretty boring along basement corridor on a Friday night these days.

Assorted arrival times for the more experienced team on show meant that batting first was a 
necessity rather than a tradition. Harry Hosford (0) gamely took the first over as the most junior of 
us, his stay of four balls probably reflecting his surprise at the increase in standard from his 
previous match for the local yokels down in Puddletown. Rory Turner (18) demonstrated a number 
of classical cover drives, front elbow saluting the heavens whilst ball paid quick penance to the 
rope, before falling bowled to the first change. Badger (72), batting three and holding the innings 
together masterfully, worked for every one of his runs, the thick grass of the outfield yielding him 
just the three fours. Ben Ladd-Gibbon (27), looking increasingly like a different species after the 
gyms of Loughborough, batted fluently and crisply for his start before getting bowled, to everyones 
surprise, just as every ball was detonating from the middle of his bat. Alastair Tedford (2), on debut 
some decades late, can be forgiven his short stay at the crease given the intervening years spent 
in New York after leaving Bryanston can’t have featured a great many nets. Ben Webb (0), 
heroically answering a desperate captains call for players late in the day, looked unlucky to be 
caught. Jack Peck (20) seemed to be in good form and finally scoring some awaited Butterflies 
runs, ably working with Badger. After he was bowled though, with the pitch revealing itself to be 
two-paced as the day went on, Badger soon followed leaving Dobbs (2), Dawes (0) and Cosgrove 
(9) to make a fine example of how not batting out ones overs leaves TJ (2*) stranded and more 
than a few runs left out there. The innings complete at 166 all out off 46.2 overs. Overall the School 
bowled and fielded with great skill and confidence… an absence of real four balls and the usual 
post-lunch apathy a novelty not lost on those observing.

This cricketing nous and clarity very much ran through the school’s batting too. Aside from losing 
an opener caught behind for a duck off Ben Ladd-Gibbon, the other four in the top five we saw 
looked compact and balanced. Ben’s pace will have been the fastest they’d seen on the school 
circuit yet despite numerous plays and misses, and wincing blows to arms and ribs, next balls were 
played in line and behind without a hint of apprehension. Opener Harry Clarke (66) could well be a 
schoolboy Brian Close in his absolute refusal to show pain. Mentally stoic too - a cordon of five 
slips with Dawes sledging at an obscenely elite level was boringly ignored - the run chase was 
completed unfussily in 37 overs whilst we rotated a willing but blunt on-the-day attack. Bowling 
figures; Ben 9.3-2-27-1; Peck 7-0-34-0; TJ 8-1-39-1; Cosgrove 7-0-25-1; Dobbs 2-0-9-0; Hosford 
4-0-20-0.

A 7 wicket loss to the school can’t have happened too many times in Flies history but this one was 
very well deserved, and I think pretty well enjoyed by team and coaches. Fantastic to see cricket at 
Bryanston strong and even better to come across a team, mostly of A3s, clearly versed in the 
game and up for it. Cricketers as much as good sportsmen. Future looks bright for the Flies 
therefore… but we’re gonna have to show them a thing or two next year. The School have been 
invited to play at the 30 year anniversary of the Sir Garry Sobers Tournament in Barbados next 
year - wonderful news and in time they’ll be a little bit of info about how we might be able to help a 
few of them make it over there. On this showing they can be rightfully ambitious about aiming to 
win the thing.



Bryanston Butterflies vs The Rioteers 19th June 2016

Butterflies won the toss and elected to field

Local curry house expert Tom Scott, supporting our post match recovery, can only be thanked for 
taking care of post-match nutritional and hydration needs via a fine choice of both establishment, 
the Gurkha, and assorted sundries. Most welcome participation and the clearest yet sign of the 
increasingly professional attitude taken by the team. Later in the sterile environment of his kitchen, 
hand steadied by a good score or two units of alcohol, he even generously assumed the role of 
team doctor. Diagnosing Rory Turner’s very blue and very swollen finger as just a minor build-up of 
pressure behind the nail, increasingly bigger, sharper white hot pointy things were produced as 
medical instruments. Increasing wafts of acrid keratin and yelps of pain followed before a 
conclusion was reached that the injury might be a more complex than first assumed. Rory donned 
neither batting or keeping glove the next day.

So Sunday and morning grey skies begrudged the contrasting styles of Elder (27) and Marshall 
(36), who combined for an opening stand free in stroke and enjoyable-looking. Most remarkable 
however was a message from the middle, two overs in, that the Rioteers would now like to play a 
35 over game instead of a timed game. They weren’t looking that good. But discussions in the slips 
about a reported storm coming in at 4pm moved the captain to relay the suggestion, greeted by 
some incredulity and confused agreement from his opposite number, that proved in time to be a 
sound and wise idea. With Marshall wonkily missing another reverse sweep to be bowled, Ollie 
D’Erlanger Betrand (78*) strode in and started batting with the classy ease we saw against the 
Hogs. A rich vein of form he’s in. James Ladd-Gibbon (13), TJ (9), Dawes (0), Turney (6) and 
Cosgrove (0) can only rue missing out on some traditional buffet fare; Peck (16*) closed the 
innings with Ollie to leave us with a handsome 206 for 7 off our 35. 

The later part of the Flies innings could have been kindly said to have been played in ‘damp’ 
conditions as mizzle and heavier pondered across us frequently. Brilliantly though, both players 
and umpires paid little heed and got on with it. And it was in these testing conditions that the 
dangerous new-ball partnership of Ladd-Gibbon (3-1-6-2) and Dawes (7-0-29-3) set about the 
dismantlement of any Rioteers hopes. James Ladd-Gibbon, though not as quick as his younger 
brother, makes up for it with guile and genuine swing. Dawes, not as quick as anyone, makes up 
for it with bowling-charisma and theatre ranking up there with Warne. James, removed after 3 
overs for being too good, graciously let what light there was shine on Max’s glory spell. Wife and 
daughter Dawes, Sophie and Margot, were treated to batsmen paralysed by fear at their man’s 
hands. With an action and approach that gains more momentum with every passing year, each ball 
was propelled, usually skyward, with the soft caress of a cricketer in full mastery of his art. With 
agonising time to contemplate, practice and play at least three shots by the time the ball arrived at 
trajectories varying from near-vertical to near-rolling, each of his three top-5 victims were ensnared 
by dreaded indecision. Displaying too the unique possibility of having a red-faced follow through 
that reaches a batsmen before the ball, it was sporting entertainment of rare quality. Tom Turney 
(7-0-36-0) darted down a full-set, Cosgrove (7-0-25-2) and Jenkins (4.1-0-10-3) accounted for a 
drawn out moment of late-middle order resistance before clipping out the tail. The Rioteers all out 
for 107.

A really happy game despite the less than cheery weather, great credit to the Rioteers for once 
again proving enjoyable, keen opposition and for foreseeing the buckets of rain that were to come. 
We hope for clear skies and some proper timed cricket next year.

So with the Week upon us the year’s tally read 1 win and 2 losses. With a lot of cricket to play this 
will surely bow around to our favour… Ollie D’Erlanger Betrand has a very sure grip on the batting 
cup already so here’s to some heroics some others to give him some opposition. Bowling cup is 
much more open… Dawes perhaps the man to match. 




